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REVIEW
I approached this book with the prejudice that it was going to
be a kind of ‘Maciocia-lite’. So much for prejudice. It seems to
be the fashion these days, but shame on me: this is an excellent
introduction to acupuncture that stands in its own right.

While it is most obviously of use to acupuncture students, it’s also an
excellent summing-up of the basics for experienced practitioners: as
Ching says, our understanding of Chinese medicine should be iterative,
‘like a corkscrew… returning to the same spot with each rotation, but
each time at a deeper level’. I can see some of my more interested patients
finding the explanations fascinating too.
Nigel Ching (whom students may be surprised to learn is a Cornishman
by birth, and who now lives and practises in Denmark) has never been
scared to question the ‘rules’ and, where necessary, to break them
and reform them in a more effective mould. When I read his 2014
Chinese herbal medicine MSc dissertation for the Northern College of
Acupuncture, it was a case in point: it queried whether what we’re told
in the textbooks about how to treat menopausal hot flushes is actually
correct. He found that many practitioners agreed with him and were, in
fact, ignoring the textbooks and using their own approaches.
So you might expect a Nigel Ching textbook to be a bit of a shot across
the TCM bows. But it isn’t. Instead, as Charlie Buck says in his wonderful
Foreword, this book simply sets out the ‘standard model’ of acupuncture
basics in a digestible, easily-understood form. Ching gives a sympathetic
nod to the western acupuncture student’s experience of non-linear,
synthetic reasoning: ‘In order to understand a concept, you have to have
a simultaneous comprehension of two or three other concepts. This
would be fine,’ he writes, ‘apart from the fact that these other concepts in
themselves cannot be understood without having a knowledge of either
the first concept or of yet another separate concept.’ Teachers of Chinese
medicine will recognise the frustrations of their students, and students
themselves will appreciate Ching’s understanding of their bafflement.
From there, the book proceeds to set out the basics of acupuncture,
beginning with a quick canter through Chinese philosophy, yin and yang,
five elements and the vital substances. From there Ching launches into
the zang fu, whizzes us around the channels and on to the acupuncture

points. There’s a look
at needle technique,
One of the best aspects of the book
and a broaching of
for me is his rich use of metaphor,
the tricky waters of
which is superbly done: he has a
aetiology right at the
real talent for helping his readers
end, whetting our
understand the esoteric in terms of
appetites for more.
the familiar
One thing I would
have liked to see in
this book was more
referencing, partly
to signpost students
to other sources and
help them build
their knowledge,
and partly to
acknowledge Ching’s
debt to his scholarly
predecessors in the
Chinese medicine
tradition. Much of
what is set out in
The Fundamentals
of Acupuncture
originates in the
classics, but it owes
more to modern classics, including Maciocia, Deadman, Kaptchuk and
Larre/Rochat de la Vallée, and it would have been good to reference these.
A one-page bibliography at the end of the book felt a bit inadequate.
I would also have liked JKP/Singing Dragon to have taken a more
visually appealing approach to some of the purely reference material, such
as the acupuncture points, actions and indications. Simply dumping a lot
of text across the full width of the page in the same font and size as the rest
of the book doesn’t encourage the student to use this as a points reference
resource; Deadman is a lot easier to use. It’s a shame, because Ching’s
words – particularly on indications – are helpful.
Throughout, I liked the fact that Ching uses his own translations of the
Chinese words and concepts; individuals’ own translations always add
to my understanding. And one of the best aspects of the book for me is
his rich use of metaphor, which is superbly done: he has a real talent for
helping his readers understand the esoteric in terms of the familiar.
In fact, Ching’s talent as a linguist and a boundary-breaker is the unsung
power of this book for me, humming like a powerful machine in the
background and informing his understanding and approach. He likens
learning acupuncture to learning a new language, but in his introductions
to each chapter he steers his students into an appreciation of a whole new
culture. He sums this up brilliantly: in learning acupuncture, he writes,
‘you think you are going to learn a new way of treating the body and end
up discovering a new way of comprehending the world.’
I wanted more of Nigel Ching in this book. But that’s not its purpose.
Ultimately, this is a fine foundational text; if I’m left hoping for more
Ching-ness, that’s my wish and not his stated, well-executed intention in
this book.
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New beginnings
Chantal
Nogbou
Member: West Yorkshire

March brings my very own due month, the month when I become a pregnancy, birth
and postnatal doula.

path of developing a very child and family
From this time, wonderful Leeds women will
friendly practice. Instead of setting up in a
be able to book me in to support them
clinic I sort of fell into mobile work; it allowed
throughout the duration of their pregnancy,
including antenatal home visits, support while me to be very flexible with working hours so I
could enjoy time with my kids while growing
they birth their baby, and some postnatal
my practice. Now my girls are in reception and
visits too.
I’m still working mobile.
All this can be made even more nurturing;
I’m treating people of all ages for all sorts
nourishing with the addition of acupuncture
of issues in the space they feel safest and
and massage, enjoying a sacred postpartum
most comfortable: by bringing the
with belly binding, and mother roasting with a
acupuncture to them it means I often see the
closing the bones ceremony. Encouraging new
ones who are unable to get out of the house,
mums to enjoy the Golden Month after birth.
whether it is down to their mobility, anxiety,
It will be amazing to be able to offer a true
exhaustion, pain; the
support package at last,
ones who often need the
from preconception right
It will be a true honour
most are able to access
through to cradle. Many
when people allow me to
treatments. I regularly
times in the past I have been
support them on this very
get to meet the rest of
asked to come to a birth,
special journey
the family and their pets;
but I always felt unable to
you get to see another
say yes; I guess I couldn’t
level, a more personal
justify coming as an
level, as you see the
acupuncturist and staying
environment and people
the full duration. I needed
behind the patient.
some kind of qualification,
I am passionate about
an official piece of paper to
making a difference to
authorise me to attend
Leeds families. As a doula
births and charge a fee for
I will also become a
it. Now my doula journey is
confidante, an advocate
about to start.
in communications with
But really my new
health professionals –
beginning started way back,
according to their wishes
when I decided I didn’t want
– for couples when they
to be just a single parent of
are expecting and labouring, supporting them
two on benefits, being at home all day
to make informed choices along their journey,
watching TV. I wanted to learn, I wanted to
sometimes just ‘being’ and sitting with the
create a better life for my children, I wanted
parents, being the companion of mum and
to be a role model to my children. And so I
dad to be.
enrolled at college.
But with my additional skills as an
Fast forward ten years and a few
acupuncturist and holistic therapist, I can offer
qualifications under my belt: my acupuncture
so much more if they wish. Supporting women
degree, obviously, but a precursor to that was
on their journey from maiden to mother. And
my holistic therapies diploma and my
it will be a true honour when people allow me
foundation degree in bodywork, plus some
to support them on this very special journey,
postgrad training in paediatrics, gynae and
with new beginnings at every birth.
obstetrics and IVF support. Yes, I absolutely
love learning and adding new skills to my
collection.
Oh, and did I mention the addition of twin
girls, born six weeks into the final year of my
acupuncture degree? Yes, I know, such
timing… But hey, what doesn’t kill you makes
you stronger and I managed to graduate with
the rest of my class, with my four kids present.
Showing them that no matter what life throws
your way, you can achieve if you work hard.
Having my girls completely changed the
direction I was heading and led me onto the

Breakfast
granola
Di Shimell
Member: South Yorkshire

ENERGETICS
I’ve been making and eating this granola
for breakfast for years, and even though I
stray sometimes, I always return to it as I
find it sustains me well.
I usually add fruit, often pears as an extra
yin boost, but use any fruit to suit what you
need. Oats and coconut support both qi and
blood, while sunflower seeds, pecan nuts, and
almonds all boost qi, as does the honey, with
the added benefit of supporting yin.
Ingredients
500g oats
150g flaked almonds
150g sunflower seeds
100g pumpkin seeds
100g pecan nuts
60g coconut oil
4 Tbs honey
170C/325F/gas mark 3
Method
Mix all the dry ingredients together in a large
bowl.
Melt the coconut oil and then stir in the honey.
Pour the oil and honey over the dry ingredients
and keep mixing and turning until all are evenly
coated.
Tip the granola into a large baking tray and
bake for 30 minutes or until golden, stirring
and turning every 10 minutes to ensure even
baking.
Leave to cool and store in an airtight container.

